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Java-MaC: A Run-time Assurance Approach for Java Programs
Abstract
We describe Java-MaC, a prototype implementation of the Monitoring and Checking (MaC) architecture for
Java programs. The MaC architecture provides assurance that the target program is running correctly with
respect to a formal requirements specification by monitoring and checking the execution of the target
program at run-time. MaC bridges the gap between formal verification, which ensures the correctness of a
design rather than an implementation, and testing, which does not provide formal guarantees about the
correctness of the system.
Use of formal requirement specifications in run-time monitoring and checking is the salient aspect of the MaC
architecture. MaC is a lightweight formal method solution which works as a viable complement to the current
heavyweight formal methods. In addition, analysis processes of the architecture including instrumentation of
the target program, monitoring, and checking are performed fully automatically without human direction,
which increases the accuracy of the analysis. Another important feature of the architecture is the clear
separation between monitoring implementation-dependent low-level behaviors and checking high-level
behaviors, which allows the reuse of a high-level requirement specification even when the target program
implementation changes. Furthermore, this separation makes the architecture modular and allows the
flexibility of incorporating third party tools into the architecture. The paper presents an overview of the MaC
architecture and a prototype implementation Java-MaC.
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